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Abstract: In dense traﬃc unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) ad-hoc networks, traﬃc congestion can cause increased
delay and packet loss, which limit the performance of the networks; therefore, a traﬃc balancing strategy is required
to control the traﬃc. In this study, we propose TQNGPSR, a traﬃc-aware Q-network enhanced geographic routing
protocol based on greedy perimeter stateless routing (GPSR), for UAV ad-hoc networks. The protocol enforces a
traﬃc balancing strategy using the congestion information of neighbors, and evaluates the quality of a wireless link
by the Q-network algorithm, which is a reinforcement learning algorithm. Based on the evaluation of each wireless
link, the protocol makes routing decisions in multiple available choices to reduce delay and decrease packet loss.
We simulate the performance of TQNGPSR and compare it with AODV, OLSR, GPSR, and QNGPSR. Simulation
results show that TQNGPSR obtains higher packet delivery ratios and lower end-to-end delays than GPSR and
QNGPSR. In high node density scenarios, it also outperforms AODV and OLSR in terms of the packet delivery
ratio, end-to-end delay, and throughput.
Key words: Traﬃc balancing; Reinforcement learning; Geographic routing; Q-network
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1 Introduction
In a mobile ad-hoc network for unmanned aerial
vehicles (UAVs), point-to-point communication is required for many applications, such as network relay
and ﬂight information collection (Bekmezci et al.,
2013). Because of the movement of UAVs, the routing problem of ﬁnding an eﬃcient path in an unstable
situation with frequently changing topology is challenging for the network (Wu et al., 2012).
There are many routing protocols for adhoc networks. The optimized link state routing
‡
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(OLSR) protocol, a proactive routing protocol, exchanges network topology information periodically
and maintains the forwarding paths from one node
to others. However, because of the frequently changing topology, it is diﬃcult for the protocol to provide
up-to-date routing information in the UAV ad-hoc
network. Furthermore, it exchanges control messages frequently, bringing a considerable amount of
control overhead to the network. Meanwhile, ad-hoc
on-demand distance vector (AODV) routing, a reactive routing protocol, broadcasts the route request
(RREQ) message only when data transmission is requested, thus reducing the control overhead of the
network. It performs well in many cases, but brings
signiﬁcant delay in the route discovery stage. Ondemand multipath routing (Kenta et al., 2006) is a
multi-routing version of AODV. It can reduce the
invocation of route discovery by multiple next-hops
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in a routing table. Nevertheless, the route discovery
delay remains high.
To deal with the high control overhead in
the network, several geographic routing protocols
have been proposed, such as location aided routing (LAR) (Ko and Vaidya, 2000), distance routing eﬀect algorithm for mobility (DREAM) (Basagni
et al., 1998), and greedy perimeter stateless routing
(GPSR) (Karp and Kung, 2000). GPSR is a typical
geographic routing protocol. It uses two forwarding
modes, i.e., greedy mode and perimeter mode, to
reduce control overhead. It also reduces the route
discovery delay. However, GPSR may increase the
end-to-end delay when it uses perimeter mode to
escape the void area. Furthermore, it suﬀers from
traﬃc congestion in dense traﬃc networks.
In this study, we propose TQNGPSR, a traﬃcaware Q-network enhanced routing protocol based
on GPSR, for UAV ad-hoc networks. It is an extension of QNGPSR (Lyu et al., 2019), which is
a Q-network enhanced routing protocol based on
GPSR. Compared with QNGPSR, TGNGPSR enforces a traﬃc balancing strategy by considering the
congestion information of neighbors. It also reduces
the use of perimeter forwarding by evaluating the
quality of a wireless link based on the neighbor information and the visiting information of packets.
By employing the Q-network algorithm (Mnih et al.,
2015), a reinforcement machine learning algorithm,
the protocol compares the quality of the candidate
links and chooses one with the maximal Q-value.

2 Background and related works
2.1 Traﬃc balancing
There are many routing protocols enhanced
with various traﬃc balancing techniques. Software
deﬁned network (SDN) hybrid routing (Zhang et al.,
2014) selects key source/destination node pairs based
on the information from previous destination-based
routing, and splits traﬃc into explicit routing for
key pairs and destination-based routing for non-key
pairs. This protocol needs explicit routing, which is
quite diﬃcult to implement in UAV ad-hoc networks.
Penalizing Exponential Flow-spliTting (PEFT)
(Xu et al., 2011) is an enhanced version of open shortest path ﬁrst (OSPF) with traﬃc balancing. It splits
traﬃc among all paths and penalizes longer paths
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exponentially. However, PEFT needs to collect information about all paths to the destination node
and maintain a larger routing table than OSPF. If
one link in the routing table breaks, the routing table may become obsolete, which happens more frequently than OSPF.
The control traﬃc balancing protocol (Lin et al.,
2016) is another routing protocol and focuses on the
control ﬂow of SDNs. It uses queueing network theory (Bolch et al., 2006), and regards the control trafﬁc forwarding issue as a large-scale nonlinear optimization problem. A polynomial-time approximation algorithm (PTAA) is proposed to ﬁnd an approximate and near optimal solution in the solution
space. This protocol needs the global view of the network status, which relies on a centralized controller
in SDNs and is unsuited for decentralized ad-hoc networks. In addition, it is designed for the control ﬂow,
which can not split data ﬂow reasonably.
2.2 Reinforcement learning
Reinforcement learning is learning how to take
an optimal action under a state. The process of
reinforcement learning can be described as a Markov
decision process (MDP) (Sutton and Barto, 1998).
Q-learning (Watkins and Dayan, 1992) is a widely
used form of reinforcement learning algorithm. It
uses Q-table, an action-value table, to map stateaction pairs to Q-values, and estimates the actionvalue function by the Bellman equation to update
Q-values:
Q(si , ai ) =(1 − α)Q(si−1 , ai−1 )
+ α[Ri + γ max
Q(si , a )],


(1)

a ∈A

where Q(si , ai ) is the Q-value of state si and action
ai at the ith iteration , Ri the reward if action ai is
taken at the ith iteration, α the learning rate, and γ
the discount factor. The agent uses a greedy strategy
to take an action a with the maximal Q-value in A,
and the maximal Q-value will be used to update the
Q-value at the next iteration. As i approaches ∞,
Q(si , ai ) approaches the optimal function Q∗ .
There are many advanced Q-learning algorithms. Q(λ)-learning (Peng and Williams, 1996)
extends the one-step Q-learning algorithm to incremental multi-step Q-learning. The state-chain sequential feedback Q-learning algorithm (Ma et al.,
2013) is presented to speed up the convergence of
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Q-learning. A state chain is built during the search
process, and after receiving the reward of an action,
Q-values of these state-action pairs in the state-chain
are sequentially updated.
Deep Q-network (DQN) (Mnih et al., 2015) is
an algorithm designed to play computer games with
raw inputs. It uses a convolutional neural network
(CNN) called Q-network to approximate the actionvalue function. The Q-network is trained by adjusting the parameters to minimize the mean-squared
error in the Bellman equation, which is represented
by the loss function as
L(θi )
=E{[Ri + γ max
Q(si , a ; θi− ) − Q(si , ai ; θi )]2 },

a ∈A

(2)
where Ri + γ maxa ∈A Q(si , a ; θi− ) is the target, θi
the parameter at iteration i, and θi− the parameter
at some iterations before i.
DQN uses the same greedy strategy as Qlearning to take an action and minimizes the loss
function using the maximal estimated Q-value. After training process, the approximated function
Q(si , ai ; θi ) is used to estimate the optimal function
Q∗ .
2.3 Reinforcement learning based routing
protocols
There are many routing protocols based on reinforcement learning. Q-routing (Boyan and Littman,
1994) uses Q-learning to evaluate the delay of each
link and selects the link with the minimum Qvalue. Dynamic dual-reinforcement-learning routing
(Coutinho et al., 2015) evaluates the quality of experience (QoE) of each link by applying Q-learning in
wireless mesh networks. It combines forward learning and backward learning to disseminate the information about the path towards the source node
and destination node. PFQ-AODV (Wu et al., 2013)
is a Q-learning enhanced routing protocol based on
AODV. It evaluates each link in terms of bandwidth,
mobility, and link quality, and uses fuzzy logic to
adjust the learning rate of Q-learning.
QGrid (Li et al., 2014) is a Q-learning-based geographic routing protocol for vehicular ad-hoc networks (VANETs). It divides the region into several
grids, and each grid has its own Q-value. The agent
selects a grid with the maximal Q-value among the
neighbor grids and selects the nearest node to the
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destination inside the selected grid. Since the Qvalue is learned oﬄine, it is limited for use in a network where the distribution of nodes is relatively stable. QGeo (Jung et al., 2017) is another geographic
routing protocol based on Q-learning. It uses ﬂexible discount factors to select a reliable link that has
a high probability of connecting to a neighbor node.
Since it needs to calculate the Q-value for each received node, the increased calculation overhead limits the performance when the network size becomes
larger.
The Q-learning based congestion-aware (QCA)
algorithm (Farahnakian e al., 2011) is a routing protocol designed for network-on-chip (NoC). The main
idea of QCA is to consider not only the local but
also the global traﬃc conditions when making routing decisions. Upon reception of a returning packet
which contains local and global congestion information, it uses congestion information to evaluate the
delay of each link as Q-value and selects links like
Q-routing. QCA considers only 2D-mesh topology,
which is not a suitable architecture for UAV ad-hoc
networks. The changing topology makes the global
congestion information obsolete.
In our previous work, we have proposed QNGPSR, a Q-network enhanced geographic routing protocol based on GPSR. This protocol improves GPSR
using neighbor topology information and Q-network.
QNGPSR has better performance than GPSR when
overcoming the void area. However, it does not have
a traﬃc balancing strategy to split traﬃc in a dense
traﬃc network, and does not perform well on reducing the use of perimeter mode.

3 Traﬃc-aware Q-network enhanced
geographic routing
Fig. 1 shows the mechanism of TQNGPSR. As
shown in Fig. 1a, the main idea of TQNGPSR is
to extract congestion information as a feature to estimate the quality of each link as the Q-value by
Q-network. The routing decisions are determined
by those estimated Q-values. As shown in Fig. 1b,
it uses congestion information to adjust Q-values.
Those Q-values are used as the targets to train the
Q-network, so the estimated Q-values will be closer
to the actual quality of links when facing congestion.
Moreover, in TQNGPSR, the visit list of a packet is
extracted as a feature to estimate the Q-value. It
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will help nodes avoid the region that the packet has
ever visited when making routing decisions, which
reduces the use of perimeter mode.
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Fig. 2 Traﬃc balancing in dense traﬃc networks:
(a) QNGPSR; (b) TQNGPSR

Fig. 1 Mechanism of TQNGPSR: (a) estimation process; (b) training process

3.1 Traﬃc balancing

buﬀer is full of packets, it has to drop other received
packets, thus reducing the packet delivery ratio.

QNGPSR does not have a traﬃc balancing
strategy, so it cannot solve traﬃc congestion in dense
traﬃc networks. As shown in Fig. 2, the traﬃc is sent
from the current node C to the destination node D.
In Fig. 2a, node N1 is located in a better position
than N2 and N3 , so C estimates N1 ’s Q-value as a
large value; therefore, C selects N1 as the forwarding node and sends a lot of packets to it. Since the
forwarding capability of a node is limited, N1 has
to keep a lot of packets in its received buﬀer, which
are waiting to be forwarded, thus increasing the endto-end delay. Although QNGPSR uses the softmax
policy to split some traﬃc among nodes whose Qvalues are almost the same, the probability which is
not correlated to the congestion information does not
help with congestion. In addition, when its received

To solve this problem, TQNGPSR enforces a
traﬃc balancing strategy. Unlike link-state routing
protocols, TQNGPSR does not have the macroscopic
view of the entire routing paths, so it needs to make
routing decisions for each packet by analyzing the local topology and congestion information. In TQNGPSR, each node’s congestion information is represented by the queue length in its received buﬀer,
which is proportional to its queuing delay. When the
current node C sends a data packet to the next-hop
node N , N returns an acknowledge (ACK) message
(containing its queue length) to C. Meanwhile, each
node sends a HELLO message (also containing its
queue length) to its neighbors periodically and updates its queue length table after receiving a message.
Then, it estimates the Q-values without considering
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congestion:
QNC (C, N ) = R + γ maxX∈NBR(N ) Q(N, X),
(3)
where γ is the discount factor which is set to 0.9
based on our experience, NBR(N ) the neighbor set
of node N , and maxX∈NBR(N ) Q(N, X) the maximal Q-value among N ’s neighbors. The reward R is
calculated as

100, if N ∈ NBR(D),
(4)
R=
− 1, otherwise,
where NBR(D) denotes the neighbor set of destination node D.
As shown in Fig. 3, node C receives a packet and
sends the packet to destination node D. Nodes N1 ,
N2 , and N3 are all neighbor nodes of C. N1 is the
nearest node to D with an almost full received buﬀer.
N3 is the farthest node to D with an empty received
buﬀer, whose path to D has two hops. The distance
between N2 and D (|N2 D|) is between |N1 D| and
|N3 D|, and is with one hop to D. Some packets
remain in N2 ’s received buﬀer. If congestion is not
considered, because |N1 D| < |N2 D| < |N3 D|, then
Q(C, N1 ) > Q(C, N2 ) > Q(C, N3 ). C selects N1
to forward the packet. Since N1 ’s received buﬀer is
almost full, N1 ’s queuing delay is considerable, so C
should select another node to avoid congestion when
making routing decisions. We reduce Q(C, N1 ) using
a congestion penalty, which is calculated as a waiting
reward (RW ) as follows:
⎧
LQ (N )
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨ − LB β1 QNC (C, N ),
(5)
RW (N ) =
if LQ (N ) < 0.9LB ,
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩
− β2 QNC (C, N ), otherwise,
where LQ (N ) is the queue length of N , LB is the
size of the received buﬀer, and β1 and β2 are diﬀerent penalty factors in diﬀerent congestion situations.
RW (N ) is used for C to update the Q-value as
Q(C, N ) = RW (N ) + QNC (C, N ).

(6)

In some traﬃc balancing strategies, the congestion penalty is related only to congestion information. In Fig. 3, if the penalty factor β1 is small,
Q(C, N1 ) is not reduced suﬃciently. C still selects
N1 and suﬀers from high queuing delay. If β1 is large,
Q(C, N2 ) is reduced too much. When N2 ’s queuing

C

Fig. 3 Routing decision in congestion

delay is tolerable, C selects N3 and has to spend an
extra hop, which brings extra delay. In TQNGPSR,
RW (N ) is related to LQ (N ) and QNC (C, N ), and β1
is set to an appropriate value. Since QNC (C, N1 ) is
high and N1 ’s received buﬀer is almost full, the congestion penalty of N1 is high. Q(C, N1 ) is reduced
suﬃciently and is less than Q(C, N2 ), and C is unlikely to select N1 . If N2 ’s queuing delay is tolerable,
Q(C, N2 ) is reduced but is larger than Q(C, N3 ), and
C selects N2 . If N2 ’s queuing delay is higher than
the delay caused by an extra hop, C selects N3 and
spends an extra hop to reduce the delay.
However, congestion brings not only queuing delay but also packet loss when a node’s received buﬀer
is full, so we add an extra penalty to avoid the nodes
with an almost full received buﬀer. In Eq. (5), β2
is the penalty factor when LQ (N ) ≥ 0.9LB and is
larger than β1 .
TQNGPSR puts the queue length of neighbors
into the feature extraction function to estimate Qvalues, and adjusts parameters of the Q-network in
the training stage. As shown in Fig. 2b, after the
training stage, when N1 is congested, the Q-value of
N1 decreases and C splits traﬃc to other nodes (such
as N2 and N3 ). When N1 ’s congestion is alleviated,
its Q-value increases and C will choose N1 again.
Therefore, the traﬃc can be balanced.
3.2 Q-network based route selection
In QNGPSR, when the current node is at the
local minimum position and the greedy mode cannot forward packets, the current node switches to
the perimeter mode to escape the void area. After
the packet escapes from the local minimum position,
the protocol switches back to the greedy mode. As
shown in Fig. 4a, the current node C may have several neighbor nodes that have been visited by the
packet, such as nodes L1 and L2 . Since QNGPSR
does not care about the positions of the neighbor
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nodes that have forwarded the packet, C selects a
node that has the maximal Q-value among its neighbor nodes as the next-hop node, such as node A.
However, A may locate at a local minimum position
and will still forward the packet by the perimeter
mode, which may increase the number of hops.

Fig. 4 ∠Li CN of the next-hop node, the current
node, and the neighbor node which has been visited:
(a) selection of current node C while forwarding a
packet; (b) examples of ∠Li CN

In TQNGPSR, when C receives a packet, it obtains the visit list (VL), which stores the node visited
by the packet. As C knows that several neighbors
have been visited, C can forward the packet to a node
that is far from the area that the packet has visited,
which can prevent the next-hop node from being located at a local minimum position. As shown in
Fig. 4b, the minimum angle ∠Li CN represents the
distance between the next-hop node and the visited
area, where Li is a neighbor of C in VL. C calculates
the angle ∠Li CN as
−−−−→ −−−−→
PLi PC · PN PC
(7)
∠Li CN = arccos
,
|PLi PC ||PN PC |
where PLi , PC , and PN denote the positions of nodes
Li , C, and N , respectively.
TQNGPSR puts neighbor nodes in VL to the
feature extraction function to calculate the minimum ∠Li CN . With the minimum angle, Q-network
can estimate the Q-value of neighbors. As shown
in Fig. 4a, TQNGPSR tends to forward packets to
the node whose minimum angle is larger than those
of other available nodes’, such as N . This improvement avoids areas that the packet has already visited
and decreases the use of perimeter mode, and thus
the number of hops can be reduced.
We deﬁne the reinforcement learning algorithm
in TQNGPSR as follows: Each packet is an agent and
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the node that holds the packet is considered the state
of the agent, known as the current node C. Node C
selects a candidate neighbor as the next-hop node
N to forward the packet, which is considered the
action of the agent. Unlike Q-learning based protocols, TQNGPSR does not maintain a Q-table to map
Q-values to destination nodes. Instead, we use a Qnetwork to approximate the action-value function as
Q∗ (C, N ) ≈ Q(C, N, θi ). Since diﬀerent destination
nodes have diﬀerent features, the Q-values estimated
by the trained Q-network should be diﬀerent. Because it does not need to update Q-values for each
destination node, DQN is suitable for a large-scale
network.
As shown in Fig. 1a, after C receives a packet,
it obtains a message containing VL of the packet,
the position of the last-hop node L, and the destination node D. Meanwhile, C obtains information
from its neighbor table, including the neighbors’ position, neighbor information I(N ), and queue length
LQ (N ). VL and the positions of L, C, and D are
considered the features of the states. I(N ), LQ (N ),
and the position of N are considered the features
of actions. We replace the convolutional layers in
DQN with a feature extraction function to extract
and estimate the Q-values by the Q-network, where
the feature extraction function is deﬁned as
feature(PL , PC , PD , VL, PN , I(N ), LQ (N ))
=[|PN PD |, |PC PD |, min |Pe (N, r)PD |,
∠LCN, LQ (N ),

min

Li ∈VL(C)

∠Li CN ],

(8)

where PL , PC , and PD denote the positions of L, C,
and D, respectively, VL the visit list of the packet,
VL(C) the set of neighbors of C in VL (which means
VL(C) = NBR(C)∩VL), PN the position of N , I(N )
the neighbor information of N , and LQ (N ) the queue
length of N . ∠Li CN is calculated using Eq. (7).
∠LCN is the angle of L, C, and N , calculated as
−−−→ −−−−→
PL PC · PN PC
(9)
.
∠LCN = arccos
|PL PC ||PN PC |
|Pe (N, r)PD | in Eq. (8) denotes the distance between D and the estimated position of the neighbors
of N in N ’s neighbor area r from I(N ). Pe (N, r) is
deﬁned as
Pe (N, r)

cos θr
=PN +
sin θr

− sin θr
cos θr




maxX∈r |PN PX |
,
0
(10)
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where θr represents the rotation angle of neighbor
π r−1
area r, which is +
π. The neighbor informa8
4
tion is deﬁned in Lyu et al. (2019).
In the training stage, TQNGPSR uses a backward learning mechanism by the ACK message to
disseminate and update Q-values. As shown in
Fig. 5, after node N receives a data packet from node
C, it sends an ACK message back to C, containing
the maximal Q-value among its neighbors and the
features like position, queue length, and neighbor information. As shown in Fig. 1b, after receiving an
ACK message, the maximal Q-value and the queue
length are used to calculate the target Q-value as
Ri (N ) + γQ(N, D; θi− ), where θi− is the parameter at
the (i − 1)th iteration. Using the target Q-value and
the feature as the training sample, the Q-network is
trained to minimize the loss function L(θi ) through
gradient descent.

Fig. 6 Mechanisms of next-hop selection in the training stage: (a) exploitation; (b) exploration

Q(D, θ)

τ is set to 0.05. The agent will take action a with
probability P (a), which splits traﬃc among nodes
whose Q-values are almost the same.

4 Simulation results
Fig. 5 Q-values disseminated by acknowledge (ACK)
messages

After obtaining the estimated Q-value of each
candidate neighbor, C takes an action with two
methods, i.e., exploitation and exploration. As
shown in Fig. 6, exploitation is to take the action
based on the maximal estimated Q-value, and exploration is to take a random action. Using the -greedy
policy with  = 0.05 (Mnih et al., 2015), C chooses
exploitation with probability 1 −  and exploration
with probability .
In the running stage, parameters are constant,
and nodes use the trained Q-network to estimate Qvalues. We apply a softmax policy when making
routing decisions as
P (a) =

exp Q(a)/τ
,
ai ∈A exp Q(ai )/τ

(11)

where A is the set of agent actions and the parameter

To simulate the mobility model of microUAVs, we collect the ﬂight trajectories around the
Paris Charles de Gaulle Airport in November 2017
from https://www.ﬂightradar24.com/ (Fig. 7). We
rescale the movable region size and the velocity of
ﬂight to an appropriate size for micro-UAVs, such as
ornithopters. The region size is 2000 m × 2000 m
and the velocity of each node ranges from 3 to 10 m/s
(Lyu et al., 2019).
We build a network simulator based on Python
and SimPy to evaluate the performance of TQNGPSR and compare it with other protocols. We evaluate the performance of TQNGPSR when penalty factors β1 and β2 are set to diﬀerent numbers. As summarized in Table 1, the number of nodes in test maps
ranges from 60 to 100, and the transmission range is
set to 350 m. Each node generates a HELLO message every 0.5 s. The size of received buﬀer of each
node is 32 kb and its data transfer rate is 1 Mb/s.
To simulate a dense traﬃc network, we set that each
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node sends packets with 1 kb simulated data at various send rates, and that each node sends 1000 packets to a randomly selected destination node. When
the node has sent all the 1000 packets, it will select
another destination node randomly. We run the simulation 100 times in diﬀerent maps, 100 s for each
run. The warm-up stage takes 5 s and the remaining
time is for the transmission stage.

Fig. 7 Flight trajectories around the Paris Charles
de Gaulle Airport
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4.1 Simulation results and comparison with
other protocols
Fig. 8 shows the packet delivery ratio (PDR) of
the routing protocols. AODV uses an on-demand
route discovery strategy to keep nodes’ routing table updated in time, and obtains higher PDR than
TQNGPSR in a low node density network. However,
as node density increases, the number of packets in
the network also increases. Without the traﬃc balancing strategy, the nodes in AODV drop other received packets when their received buﬀers are full, so
PDR of AODV does not increase with the increase of
node density like in other routing protocols. OLSR,
a proactive protocol, ﬂoods topology control (TC)
messages to maintain the routing table. Since the
destination nodes of packets are ﬁxed in a short time
in this scenario, the routing table may not be obsolete for packets. However, the same as AODV,
OLSR does not perform better than TQNGPSR in a
high node density scenario. As the number of nodes
increases, OLSR cannot balance dense traﬃc, so it
suﬀers from traﬃc congestion.

Table 1 Experiment parameters
Parameter
Movable region
Number of nodes
Node velocity
Transmission range
Packet data size
Data transfer rate
HELLO message interval
Received buﬀer size
Mobility model
Simulation time

Setting
2000 m×2000 m
60–100
3–10 m/s
350 m
1 kb
1 Mb/s
0.5 s
32 kb
Aircraft model
100 s

The Q-network in TQNGPSR is built in TensorFlow (Abadi et al., 2016). In the training stage,
we deploy 90 nodes in the training maps and the
nodes are static. We consider that the static node
can make the Q-network approximate the optimal
solution with a high convergence speed. The send
rate in the training stage is set to 10 Hz. Other experimental parameters are the same as those in the
test stage. We train TQNGPSR 100 times in different maps and the learning rate of the Q-network
linearly decays by 0.01(1 − e/100), where e is the
number of training epochs.

Fig. 8
Packet delivery ratio (send rate=10 Hz,
β1 =0.1, β2 =0.5)

The performances of GPSR, QNGPSR, and
TQNGPSR are not better than those of AODV and
OLSR in a low node density scenario. However,
as node density increases, GPSR, QNGPSR, and
TQNGPSR have better performances. QNGPSR
uses the Q-network to improve the performance of
escaping void areas, so it obtains higher PDR than
GPSR. However, there still has a lot of room for
improvement. TQNGPSR outperforms GPSR and
QNGPSR in various node density scenarios. TQNGPSR uses the neighbor information to avoid the area
that has been visited by the packet, which reduces

the use of perimeter mode to escape void areas, and
the probability of interruption can be decreased.
Furthermore, TQNGPSR enforces the traﬃc balancing strategy. In a dense traﬃc network, GPSR
and QNGPSR cannot solve traﬃc congestion, and
packets will drop when the received buﬀers are full.
In TQNGPSR, the traﬃc balancing strategy can balance received buﬀers, which makes packets free of
packet loss.
Fig. 9 shows the end-to-end delay of the routing protocols. Fig. 10 shows the queuing delay of
the routing protocols. AODV applies an on-demand
route discovery strategy and discovers a new path
before sending data packets. Moreover, since AODV
does not care about traﬃc congestion, a large number of packets remain in the received buﬀers, which
causes a huge queuing delay. OLSR obtains a shorter
delay than AODV. Because of its nature, OLSR
maintains the routing table proactively, so it spends
less time in discovering a new path than AODV.
However, as node density increases, the network becomes congested, so the queuing delay of OLSR becomes signiﬁcant. In a high node density scenario,
the delay of OLSR is higher than those of GPSR,
QNGPSR, and TQNGPSR.
GPSR and QNGPSR provide a higher end-toend delay than TQNGPSR. GPSR and QNGPSR
does not perform so well when escaping void areas.
The use of perimeter mode increases the number of
hops, which brings a huge delay. Moreover, neither of
them can balance the dense traﬃc, and the queuing
delay also increases. TQNGPSR reduces the endto-end delay in various node density scenarios. The
improvement in escaping void areas can reduce the
use of perimeter mode, which decreases the number
of hops and the delay. Furthermore, the traﬃc balancing strategy can balance network congestion, and
the queuing delay can be reduced.
Fig. 11 shows the number of hops of the routing protocols. Because of the above improvement,
TQNGPSR outperforms GPSR and QNGPSR in
terms of the number of hops. However, it obtains larger numbers than AODV and OLSR. Unlike
AODV and OLSR, TQNGPSR does not maintain
the routing table. TQNGPSR uses the neighbor position and queue length to estimate Q-values and
tries its best to escape the void area. There are
still some cases where the Q-values are incorrectly
predicted. Since TQNGPSR must use perimeter
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Fig. 9 End-to-end delay with (a) and without (b)
AODV (send rate=10 Hz, β1 =0.1, β2 =0.5)

Fig. 10 Queuing delay with (a) and without (b)
AODV (send rate=10 Hz, β1 =0.1, β2 =0.5)
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forwarding in bad cases, the path may not be
shorter than those of AODV and OLSR. Furthermore, to avoid nodes with a nearly full received
buﬀer, TQNGPSR has to spend extra hops to reduce
the queuing delay. Therefore, the end-to-end delay of
TQNGPSR is lower than those of AODV and OLSR,
though it obtains a large number of hops.

Fig. 12a shows the control overhead of the routing protocols in diﬀerent node density networks when
the send rate is 10 Hz. AODV obtains the highest
overhead among all protocols. Because of the frequent interruptions, AODV needs to send a large
number of REER messages to the source node. The
source node also needs to broadcast the RREQ messages frequently in the route discovery stage, which
brings a large amount of overhead to the network.
OLSR does not perform well. Since OLSR ﬂoods
TC messages, the overhead increases linearly with
the number of nodes. GPSR has only the HELLO
message, and its performance in terms of control
overhead is better than those of other protocols. The
overhead of TQNGPSR is lower than those of AODV
and OLSR, but a little higher than those of GPSR
and QNGPSR. The size of the HELLO message of
GPSR is only 12 bits (containing the position information). In TQNGPSR, however, the neighbor
information (16 bits) and the queuing length (1 bit)

Fig. 11 Number of hops (send rate=10 Hz, β1 =0.1,
β2 =0.5)

Overhead (%)

As shown in Fig. 11, the number of hops of
TQNGPSR is reduced as the number of nodes increases. However, in Fig. 9b, as the number of
nodes increases from 60 to 90, its end-to-end delay increases. When the number of nodes continues to increase to 100, its delay decreases. In a low
node density scenario, the probability of facing a void
area is high, and the use of perimeter mode is more
frequent than that in a high node density scenario.
Nodes in key positions are more likely to become
congested and the received packets may drop. Because we count only the delay of the packets which
are successfully received by the destination node, the
dropped packets with a high queuing delay are not
counted. As the number of nodes increases to 80,
TQNGPSR can ﬁnd more paths to avoid congestion
at critical nodes. The end-to-end delay increases
because some packets with a high queuing delay successfully reach the destination node. When the number of nodes increases to 100, TQNGPSR can balance dense traﬃc more eﬃciently, and the queuing
delay and end-to-end delay are reduced.

Fig. 12 Control overhead with diﬀerent numbers of
nodes (send rate=10 Hz) (a) and with diﬀerent send
rates (number of nodes=100) (b) (β1 = 0.1 and β2 =
0.5)

are contained in HELLO messages and acknowledge
messages.
Fig. 12b shows the control overhead of the routing protocols at diﬀerent send rates when the number
of nodes is 100. Since the protocol header of GPSR is
smaller than those of other protocols, GPSR provides
the lowest overhead at various send rates. When the
send rate is low, the number of TC messages in OLSR
is relatively large, so the overhead of OLSR is significantly high. As the send rate increases, however,
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the use of route discovery in AODV also increases,
so AODV shows higher overhead in a network with
a large send rate. The performance of TQNGPSR
is better than those of AODV and OLSR, but worse
than those of GPSR and QNGPSR.
Fig. 13 shows the average throughput of the
routing protocols in diﬀerent node density networks
when the send rate is 10 Hz. The number shown in
Fig. 13 represents the average number of pieces of
data successfully received by each node per second
in the transmission stage. In a low node density scenario, because of the nature of GPSR-like protocols,
TQNGPSR does not perform better than AODV and
OLSR. However, as node density increases, TQNGPSR outperforms other routing protocols. Because
of the traﬃc balancing strategy, it can split dense
traﬃc and solve the congestion while others cannot.

2020 21(9):1308-1320

Fig. 13
Average throughput (send rate=10 Hz,
β1 = 0.1, β2 = 0.5)

4.2 Simulation results under diﬀerent penalty
factors
We further simulate the performance of TQNGPSR under diﬀerent penalty factors. Figs. 14, 15,
and 16 show the PDR, end-to-end delay, and average throughout of TQNGPSR, respectively, when
penalty factors (β1 , β2 ) are set to (0.1, 0.5), (0.2,
0.5), and (0.1, 0.1).
TQNGPSR has good performance in terms of
PDR, delay, and throughput when β1 = 0.1, regardless of β2 = 0.1 or 0.5. When β1 increases to 0.2, the
congestion penalty increases. The node in TQNGPSR would rather endure the cost of extra hops than
select a node with a tolerable queue delay. Since
the number of hops increases, the delay increases a
lot when β1 = 0.2. Moreover, the extra hops may
increase the probability that packets cannot be forwarded, so the throughput and PDR decrease.

Fig. 14 Packet delivery ratio (send rate=10 Hz)

Fig. 15 End-to-end delay (send rate=10 Hz)

4.3 Complexity analysis and comparison with
other protocols
In the simulations, a routing table entry in
OLSR and AODV occupies six bits and contains the
address of a destination node, the address of the
next-hop, and the distance to the destination node.
In OLSR, all the nodes in the network are stored in
the routing table; thus, the storage complexity for a
node is O(n), where n is the number of nodes in the
network. In AODV, only the destination nodes of
the communication pairs are stored in the routing

Fig. 16 Average throughput (send rate=10 Hz)
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table; thus, the storage complexity for a node is
O(nc ), where nc is the number of communication
pairs (Zhan and Zhou, 2008). A node in GPSR
does not need the routing table; instead, it needs
a neighbor table to store the positions and addresses
of the neighbors (Karp and Kung, 2000). Thus, as in
QNGPSR and TQNGPSR, the storage complexity
of a node in GPSR is O(m), where m is the number
of neighbor nodes. Compared with GPSR, QNGPSR and TQNGPSR require extra space for a node
to store the topology and congestion information for
neighbors in the neighbor table. In the simulations,
the size of each entry in the neighbor table of TQNGPSR is 27 bits. Though the size of an entry in the
neighbor table is larger than that in the routing table, the number of entries of a neighbor table is much
samller than that of a routing table. In the simulations, a neighbor table in TQNGPSR accupies less
space than a routing table in OLSR or AODV.
The node in AODV spends round-trip time to
discover a route. In the route discovery stage, the
temporal complexity of AODV is O(2h), where h
is the maximum number of hops in each route (Shi
and Deng, 2008). The temporal complexity of the
establishment of a routing table in OLSR is O(h),
since the node needs h steps to send its topology
information to the destination node. GPSR-like protocols do not spend time on route discovery. In the
forwarding stage, the node in AODV or OLSR uses
the routing table to forward packets, so the temporal complexity of each forward is O(1). The node in
GPSR-like protocols needs to evaluate its neighbors
when forwarding packets. The temporal complexity
of each forward is O(m), where m is the number of
neighbor nodes. QNGPSR and TQNGPSR use Qnetwork to evaluate neighbors, thus spending more
time than GPSR, since GPSR needs only to calculate the distance between the destination node and
each neighbor.

5 Conclusions
In this study, we have proposed TQNGPSR, a
traﬃc-aware Q-network enhanced routing protocol
based on GPSR, for the UAV ad-hoc network, which
aims to improve the network performance when the
traﬃc is dense. Simulation results showed that compared with GPSR and QNGPSR, TQNGPSR increases the packet delivery ratio and the average
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throughput, and reduces the end-to-end delay at the
expense of a little higher control overhead. When the
node number in the network increases, TQNGPSR
performs better than AODV and OLSR in terms of
the packet delivery ratio, end-to-end delay, and average throughput. In future work, we will try to lower
the control overhead and improve the network performance of TQNGPSR by optimizing the feature
extraction function as well as the neural network.
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